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This is a remarkable book on structure, biophysics –
mainly biomechanics – and biology not only of bone, but
also of other hard substances, such as dentin, enamel,
cement, cartilage and fish scales. The text even makes
short detours to insect exoskeletons, which consist of
chitin. The author is Emeritus Professor of Biology at the
University of York, England. The assets, as well as the
problems of this text, have been indicated in the author’s
preface to the first edition: ‘‘I hope this book will be
intelligible and interesting to people who have little
mechanics, or who have little biology, or whose thoughts
about animals have been restricted to mammals.’’ The
volume is written in a clear and well-structured style, but
in some sections it reminds one somewhat of a text in
physics. Nevertheless, this publication is ‘‘intelligible and
interesting’’ to someone who has ‘‘little mechanics’’.

The discussion of bone characteristics, including
considerations of functional aspects and of internal
remodelling, represents the ‘‘core’’ of this publication.
In a first chapter the author describes the structure of
bone tissue; the following section gives a general
impression of mechanical properties of different types
of biological materials. In the succeeding chapters the
mechanics of bone, especially of Haversian bone, as well
as the adaptations of mechanical properties to different

functions, is discussed in some detail. The book then
deals with cancellous bone and with the hard substances
mentioned above. The mechanical property of whole
bones influences their shapes, which is treated in a
separate chapter. To make motility possible and bones
functionally effective it is necessary to form morpholo-
gical units with articulations, muscles and tendons
together with bones. Safety factors effective in skeletal
elements, as well as the influences of size (scaling effects)
are discussed under consideration of bone biomecha-
nics. Growth of bones is only possible when models are
formed and when the newly formed bone can be
remodelled. This is dealt with in one of the last chapters,
where many aspects of biological importance, such as
signals that control bone formation and the response of
bone to these signals, are discussed. Changes in the
architecture of blood supply are discussed, as well as the
biology of osteocytes.

A detailed list of references (43 pages) and 12 pages of
a very helpful index conclude this book. It can be used
as a source of reference supplying information on bone
structure and biomechanics and gives the reader insights
into shape and function of skeletal elements.
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